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1...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL
MENDOCINO AVE 031812
Officer reported a speeding/reckless driver in the area. Vehicle blew out a tire and stopped in front of a residence in the 1400 block of Sonoma. Driver fled on foot officers were unable to locate and vehicle was towed from the scene.

2...THEFT
MCCAFFREY CENTER 031812
Officer responded to a report of two females stealing items from the Grove. Officer responded and initiated a report.

3...THEFT
ATHLETICS 031912
Officers responded to a report of a male suspect who stole cell phones from unattended duffle bags left in the area. Officers were unable to locate the suspect who fled on a bicycle.

4...AUTO BURGLARY
LOT 3 031912
Victim reported his vehicle burglarized. Cameras indicate the suspect vehicle was a white Mitsubishi Mirage with a taped up broken right rear passenger window. Officer responded and initiated a report.

5...SUSPICIOUS PERSON
DWIGHT WAY 031912
Caller reported being followed by a male subject. Officer located the subject who was interviewed and warned.

6...ALCOHOL
EISELEN 032012
Officers responded to a report of an intoxicated male being violent with his girlfriend and the caller. SPD responded and arrested the subject for public intoxication.

7...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
GRACE COVELL 032112
Caller reported her boyfriend was not leaving her alone and she was afraid for her safety. Officer responded and initiated a report.

8...NOISE COMPLAINT
PRESIDENT’S ROOM 032212
Officer responded to a report of approximately seven subjects in the area being loud. Officers contacted and advised of the complaint.
9...MOTOR VEH RECOVERY  BROOKSIDE RD  032212
Officer checked on a parked vehicle and determined the vehicle was stolen. Officer initiated a report.

10...AUTO BURGLARY  DAVE BRUBECK  032212
Victim reported two subjects break into his vehicle stole his dash stereo. Suspect vehicle was a gray Ford van Officer responded and initiated a report.

11...ANNOYING CALLS  BROOKSIDE HALL  032212
Caller reported receiving texts from a subject she did not know. Officer responded and initiated a report.

12...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  WOOD BRIDGE  032212
Officer responded to a report of a male subject carrying a pocket knife. Officer made contact and the subject was interviewed and warned.

13...MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT  LOT 4  032312
Victim reported his vehicle stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

14...ALCOHOL ARREST  KAPPA ALPHA THETA  032412
Officers responded to a report of a male subject running and banging on the sorority doors. Officers located and arrested the subject for public intoxication. Subject was transported to the county jail.

15...NOISE COMPLAINT  WPC  032412
Officer responded to a report of subject being loud and possibly drinking. Officers checked the area and reported clear.

16...MOTOR VEHICLE RECOVERY  DWIGHT WAY  032412
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male looking at a white van in the area. Officer checked on the van which was reported stolen and initiated a report.